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Who would commit such a horrible crime? Terrorists, disgruntled
members, someone mentally ill, or perhaps a student of his when he was
a physics professor before leaving academia for the priesthood.
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Lonely widow, Henrietta Wormly seeks a boarder who will be a handyman
and a companion. Against her friends’ best efforts to change her mind, she
accepts Peter “Lucky” McNeal into her life only to soon see the error of
her ways. During a cruise on the Rhine in Germany, the boarder is
killed. Lou Searing and Jack Kelly are called in to solve the crime and
they do. Justice wins, but only after some good detecting.

Private detective, Lou Searing of Grand Haven is called in to assist law
enforcement in solving the crime. Once again, you hold in your hand a
most entertaining story with drama, suspense, and a few twists and turns.
Enjoy.

Also in A Cruise to Die For, Lou and Jack solve a murder in Muskegon,
Michigan involving a boarder. And a summer beach party at the Searing
home hosts an entertainer who provides guests with a memorable visit.
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Dead and Deaf is Baldwin’s nineteenth cozy Michigan-based
mystery. Gayle Anderson, a high school senior in Davison, Michigan,
is studying her family genealogy when she discovers a great-greatgrandfather died at age 31 at the School for the Deaf in Flint, Michigan.
She suspects the death is not natural. She along with her boyfriend,
Philip Esterling solicit help from legendary private detective, Lou
Searing. The three of them work to discover the cause of death.
Readers will receive what they expect from a Baldwin mystery:
suspense, intrigue, interesting characters, and a twist or two. Most of
all, readers will enjoy an entertaining mystery.

Richard Baldwin author of Michigan based fictional mysteries including
Final Crossing: Murder on the S.S. Badger, Murder in Tip-UpTown: A Cold Case, The Lighthouse Murders, Murder at the
Cherry Festival, and The Marina Murders comes now with A Cruise
to Die For. Follow Lou and Jack as they travel to Florida, New Orleans,
and Germany to uncover a case of senior abuse. As always, readers are
treated to suspense, a clean read, a riveting plot and an ending that proves
that justice prevails.

A cruise to

Here comes another great story by one of Michigan’s most prolific
mystery writers. Dead and Deaf joins A Final Crossing: Murder
on the S.S. Badger, Murder in Tip-Up-Town, Made a Killing
in Copper and Perish Priest as popular stories that Richard Baldwin
has penned.
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Popular Michigan Murder mystery writer, Richard L. Baldwin comes
forth with his 18th cozy mystery, Perish Priest (not a misspelling). Father
Dunkel is shot at the beginning of Mass at St. Joseph’s Church in Mesick,
located in the northwest portion of Michigan’s lower peninsula.
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Michigan Legislature, is murdered at the Ingham County Fair while
manning his party's booth. It seems the judge was not well-liked by many,
but who would go to such extremes? Once again, mystery writer Richard
Baldwin gives readers what they crave… a good plot, interesting characters, some excitement, and, when all is said and done, justice.
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Moore, investigate the murder, involving a cast of suspects at Alma
College and in the ballooning world. Revenge, competition, and
suspense figure into the equation as
Lou and Jack solve a complex set of
circumstances in the novel titled
Murder in Thin Air.

Richard L. Baldwin has written many
Michigan mysteries. He resides with
his wife Patty and their cat, Millie,
in Haslett, Michigan.
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Everett Jason Van Allsburg
is currently a senior at
Williamston High School
in Williamston, Michigan.
In the fall of 2009, he will
major in Illustration at the
Kendall School of Art and
Design in Grand Rapids.
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r. Janet Reid, a chemistry professor at Alma College — and a
champion hot air balloon pilot — is murdered when her balloon,
the Bagpiper, explodes over Battle Creek, Michigan. Lou Searing
and Jack Kelly, with help from Maggie McMillan and Heather
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Judge Winston Breckinridge, a Republican candidate for a seat in the

From the author of A Final Crossing: Murder on the S.S. Badger,
Buried Secrets of Bois Blanc, The Marina Murders, The Lighthouse
Murders, and others comes the next great Michigan mystery…
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Harry Moody has been missing for 25 years, and his
grandson wants answers. Can Lou Searing and Jack
Kelly solve the case… or is it destined to remain
cold forever? Join Michigan’s top detectives as they
encounter deception and intrigue in Houghton Lake.
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Murder in Tip-Up Town: A Cold Case joins a long line of popular mysteries
from one of Michigan’s best known storytellers. If you liked Final Crossing:
Murder on the S.S. Badger, the Marina Murders, the Lighthouse Murders,
or Murder at the Ingham County Fair, you are sure to enjoy…
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AT THE CHERRY FESTIVAL

Tom McNutt, a wealthy owner of the Northernmost Winery on the
Old Mission Peninsula, north of Traverse City, Michigan, and the
Grand Marshal of the Cherry Festival Parade is shot in the Parade setup area. The community is stunned, but the parade and the Festival
continue. Lou Searing and Jack Kelly are invited to work with the
Traverse City Police to solve the crime. A number of suspects are
identified and the investigation ensues. Murder at the Cherry Festival
delivers another mystery with Baldwin’s trademarks; interesting
characters, exciting scenes including a significant threat on Lou’s life.
As always, Justice prevails.

Murder on Michigan’s Keweenaw Peninsula
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roland spencer, a well-known bass singer in the holy living waters
church choir, dies following a rehearsal for the messiah. the choir
director and organist, Belle franklin is the last person to see him
alive, landing her at the top of the suspect list. to prove her
innocence —and find the real killer—the budding detective must
solve the case. once again, rich Baldwin weaves a tale of intrigue
and suspense with interesting characters and unexpected plot twists.
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From the author of the Louis Searing and
Margaret McMillan mystery series comes book six:
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A Final Crossing:
Murder on the S.S. Badger
What some readers think of A Final Crossing: Murder on the S.S. Badger:

“Murder on the Badger is an easy read, clean and intriguing story – I couldn’t put it down.
I heartily recommend it!” — Alice Herrick, Parma, Michigan
“Murder on the S.S. Badger is an exciting thriller. It is an honor for the city of Manitowoc
to be featured in this novel. Bravo to Richard Baldwin for this cleverly crafted mystery that
readers are sure to enjoy!” — Manitowoc Mayor Kevin Crawford
“Two thumbs up!!! I thoroughly enjoyed Murder on the S.S. Badger.” — Ludington Mayor
John Henderson

Richard L. Baldwin and his
daughter Amanda Hoffmeister,
to whom he dedicates this book.
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Richard lives in Haslett, Michigan
with his wife Patty and their cats,
Luba and Millie.
© Patty Baldwin, 2003
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Private Detective Lou Searing returns
to solving challenging cases when a young
lawyer, Zeke Simons of Mason, Michigan, is
accused of murder in Trout City.
While hunting on opening day of bow
season, Zeke overhears Howard Richards
bragging about poaching a 12-point buck.
Conﬂict and turmoil follow as Zeke’s revenge
and a need to take the law into his own hands
leads to crisis after crisis.
Trout City is corrupt with bribes and the
controlling personality of Howard Richards.
High school student leaders uncover the corruption and seek a solution from a law school
student at the University of Michigan.

Richard L. Baldwin has written
many Michigan mysteries.
He resides with his wife Patty
and two cats, Luba and Millie,
in Haslett, Michigan.

A dramatic courtroom scene attempts
justice followed by an exciting ending — a
trademark in a Baldwin mystery.
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A Baldwin mystery, Poaching Man and Beast: Murder in the North Woods
brings to readers what they have come to expect and enjoy: Michigan places, profanity free, action, interesting characters, suspense, and a fun read.

POACHING MAN & BEAST

“If you like murder, mystery, and Michigan, be sure to read A Final Crossing: Murder
on the S.S. Badger. And for real adventure, read it while crossing Lake Michigan.”
— Roxy Wienand, Coopersville, Michigan

F I C T I O N : M YS T E RY

A Final Crossing: Murder on the S.s. Badger

“A fascinating recipe for suspense: Take a vintage vessel, stir in one part eco-terrorism, one
part Lake Michigan, a handful of interesting characters, and some globe trotting to achieve
A Final Crossing: Murder on the S.S. Badger.” — Bob Jones, Those Travelin’ Guys
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Chosen to attend a reenactment of North against South at Gettysburg National
Military Park, Ben and Bekka Cooper, along with their classmates experience a
once-in-a-lifetime field trip. Putting their keen eyes and quick thinking to the
test, they uncover a plot to ruin the event. With the help of a camera, travel book,
and a secret weapon, the spies in disguise did not get away with the crime.

While spending Christmas vacation at Old Faithful Snowlodge in
Yellowstone National Park, Ben and Bekka Cooper, along with their
cousin Ian, find themselves entangled in more than chills and spills
on ski trails. In the face of danger and freezing temperatures, the trio
of sleuths save the day for an injured friend, and foil the plot of
villains to leave their mark on our first National Park.

Spies in Disguise at Gettysburg gives young readers what they’ve come to
expect from Mary Morgan—a book of mystery they can take to the park and
live out. Add it to Stolen Treasures at Pictured Rocks and The Face at Mount
Rushmore, then follow them as they cross the country on their next National
Park adventure.

WOW! What a FUN story! as a homeschool mom I am always looking for fun,
educational, and adventurous books for my son to read. This certainly fits the
bill! —Marcie Bush, Zeeland, Michigan

“I found this book entertaining, easy and fun to read. It incorporates life-changing
principles that will make each person better regardless of ‘our age.’ Let’s go to
Gettysburg. Enjoy your trip.” — Leon Farnsworth, Educator, veteran, and descendant
of Brigadier-General Elon Farnsworth

Snow Den at Yellowstone is a must read for pre-teens. It is a great adventure.
Mary’s imaginative style and attention to detail bring Yellowstone National Park
to LIFE. —Amy Walts, former Children’s Wrangler at the Seven D Ranch in
Sunlight Valley, Wyoming

“As a history teacher who has taken many groups of students to Gettysburg, and
an avid reader of mysteries, I found Mary Morgan’s book “Spies in Disguise” to be
delightful. The use of the disappearance of valuable items during a contest of oldfashioned games between school children of different states was both suspenseful and
full of the kind of tidbits of information that will capture the attention of young readers.”
— Laurel Iversen, U.S. History teacher

Mary, calls Lansing, Michigan, her home, but has a passion for
traveling. She has visited more than forty-five national parks,
exploring and photographing each one. She wants to share
“America’s best idea” with children through facts and fantasy,
creating in them a desire to explore the parks for themselves.

Mary Morgan lives with her husband, Randy, in Lansing, Michigan.
Mary and her family have explored and photographed more than 25
National Parks. She shares “America’s Best Ideas” with children
through fact and mysterious adventures.
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“The spellbinding realism of this story brought back vivid memories of my own
trek to Phantom Ranch”.
—Ron Monroe, Charlotte, MI
Thank you for bringing back many vivid memories from my 3 trips into the Grand
Canyon. Breathtaking was the word I used to describe my thoughts, when I saw
it as a child, as a teen, and as an adult. This book blazed the trail for me to relive
the unforgettable hike with my parents & four brothers to the bottom of the
canyon! Once I started reading, I didn’t stop until the end of this exciting book.
I recommend every child and adult read this series and learn of our national
parks; it may spark interest to visit these treasures.
—Karen Price, Homeschooling Consultant in Colorado

For all readers—a stroll through Boston National Historical Park becomes an excursion
through history. Two If By Tea adds a touch of mystery.
— Jennie Weber, Portland, MI, whose ancestors came from England on ships in
1620 and 1630

Mary is also the author of six National Park Mysteries
designed for pre-teens ages 7-11. Titles include: Spies in
Disguise at Gettysburg, Snow Den at Yellowstone, Twisted
Trails at Grand Canyon, etc. For more information, go to
nationalparkmysteries.com or buttonwoodpress.com.

Having traveled to Boston as a teenager and then again ten years ago, reading Two If By
Tea brought back wonderful memories. Mary slips in important historical facts for the
reader’s benefit. What they might think is an exciting mystery story is an excellent lesson
in American history.
— Brenda Stock, travel agent with Breeze Vacations, Lansing, MI

Mary Morgan

Hannah Fritzke

Mary Morgan calls Lansing, Michigan, home but has a passion for
travel and exploring National Parks. She shares “America’s Best Idea”
with children through fact and mysterious adventures.
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Hannah lives in St. Joseph, Michigan. She loves to draw
and illustrate for children.
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Experience more than 250 years of history on Boston’s iconic Freedom Trail®—the
2.5-mile red line leading to 16 nationally significant historic sites—a unique collection of
authentic 17th- 18th- and 19th-century treasures, including museums, churches, meeting
houses, burying grounds, parks, a ship, and historic markers that tell the story of the
American Revolution and beyond. Relive history and walk in the footsteps of America’s
Founding Fathers in one of the country’s first cities.
— Suzanne Taylor, Executive Director, TheFreedomTrail.org, Boston, MA
From popular children’s author Mary Morgan comes
a book for younger brothers and sisters. The Runaway
Lawnmower, illustrated by Hannah Fritzke, entertains
while teaching a life lesson—happiness comes from
serving others.
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“Scavenger hunt. What’s a scavenger hunt?” asked Ben and Bekka when their father
told them they had an assignment to walk The Freedom Trail in Boston National
Historical Park as undercover detectives. Join the twins as they hunt for mysterious
clues, uncover a plot hanging in the stairway of an old brick church, and encounter
danger like they never have before.

Mary lives in Lansing, Michigan, with her husband Randy
and has two grandchildren, Makenna and Rennen, for
whom she likes to write stories.

Mary Morgan and her family from Lansing, Michigan have
explored 50 National Parks. She shares “America’s Best Idea”
with children through fact and mysterious adventures.
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Twisted Trails in Grand Canyon gives young readers what they’ve come to expect
from a National Park Mystery—a book they can take to the park and live out.
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Mystery, adventure, and a dangerous rescue await Ben and Bekka Cooper and
their cousins, Kyla and Jack, at Grand Canyon’s Phantom Ranch. The family
reunion quickly turns into a weekend of thrills, chills, and a near spill over a cliff
into the canyon below. But there’s a sneaky thief. Who is it?
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Conundrums and Frivolous
Questions by Ed Kaiser
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